"Matrix Energetics"
by Richard Bartlett

Awakening Discussions

Richard Bartlett, DC, ND, holds a degree in chiropractic and a degree in naturopathy from Bestir University. After discovering his own extraordinary healing capabilities, Bartlett created Matrix Energetics as a system for helping others access their untapped potential. He is the author of Matrix Energetics and The Matrix Energetics Experience.

"Richard Bartlett is an invaluable gift to this world. He is one of the few people on the planet who are breaking the boundaries of what we have imagined to be possible for humankind."

"Matrix Energetics" does more than just take you past the cutting edge - it launches readers through a new set of beliefs about what constitutes health and what is possible for us to affect immediately.

The facilitators of discussion: Natalia Remmy
For 20 years Natalia Remmy has been fond of esoteric knowledge and likes to share useful and eye-opening information. She also practices energy and spiritual healing as a certified practitioner in Matrix Energetics, Therapy of NLP, and Angel Medicine in addition to teaching healing arts classes.

Contact: 847-220–4547, NataliaBlessing@gmail.com, www.TheInfiniteWellbeing.com
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